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COVID-19 as the great accelerator

• COVID-19 will accelerate and amplify pre-
existing trends and vulnerabilities.

• Decoupling, deglobalisation, digitalisation, debt, 
political polarization and views on China  

• 2020 a watershed moment in history



Global economy hits an air pocket
• Governments and central banks deliver approx 

$20 trillion, and counting, in fiscal and 
monetary stimulus: 23% of global GDP($87 
trillion:2019) 

• Why? Anarchy versus inflation..America has 
more guns than people
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Has it ever been more complicated?

• Unprecedented uncertainty!!

• Be adaptive, be humble and be open-minded

• A stunning cauldron of economic, financial, 
political and geopolitical forces

• 2020 will shape and define history



U.S election 3 November
• The most consequential and contentious in 

modern times?

• The difference this time: from complacency to 
urgency

• Ignore national polls...8 states hold the key to 
the White House 



The Jerry Springer Debate Show
• How did it come to this?

• Reality TV and social media

• You would send your grandchildren to their 
bedrooms for that kind of behaviour

• No winners, with America and democracy being 
the biggest loser



Biden wins

• No contested election

• Democrats much more fired up than 2016

• Bernie Sanders supporters vote Biden

• Urgency versus complacency 
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U.S-China decoupling
• The hawks are in control, on both sides

• Geopolitical flashpoints: HK, Taiwan, Australia, 
India and South China Sea

• A growing anti-China global coalition

• The defining geopolitical phenomenon of our 
time



China’s red line-Taiwan



A blockbuster budget
• We are all Keynesians now

• All hands on deck as RBA says you spend, we’ll 
accommodate it on our balance sheet

• All eyes on the State of Victoria

• Unchartered fiscal and monetary policy 
territory



RBA will do whatever it takes
• Lower for however long it takes

• RBA very concerned about company 
insolvencies..and so am I

• Key focus is employment not inflation



The end game?

• Policymakers will do whatever it takes

• We will learn to live with COVID...Taiwan

• The ingenuity of humanity

• There is light at the end of the tunnel
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